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Abstract:

The every day life happens. Gradually, it has become trivial to speak of the fact that every day
life is made through practices and processes, and how it is written into space, time and place. I
use this as a starting point, that the daily round is trivial, old school and ultra-modern, and
through several examples in different research projects, I will show how these banalities and
ultra-modern traits of every day life can be made available for research and contribute with
new understandings of what we already know. The every day is both solid and liquid, and
embedded and changeable. Comprehending this demands the development of new methods by
putting well-known elements together in new ways and through working with different types
of performative practices. That being: Field walks walk abouts, filmed field works, concept
orientated audio recordings in homes, sound scapes in youth clubs, photo initiated interviews
and long field works where sky and sea are combined. To make the every day available for
research is, aside from developing embodied and exceeding methods, also a deconstruction of
terms such as siblings and home, and twisting well known grammaticism such as `Homing´ and
`to home oneself´. These twists are to be understood as a reconfiguration of the shapes and
transformations of the every day life, which make it possible to link digital availability with
luggage, ferries, dust mice and logistics.

